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Abstract

In this case study, Tony Loton looks at reverse engineering a C# program into a UML model, using the .NET 
System.Reflection classes to introspect a compiled assembly and a Rational Rose script to build an object model 
from the types and members that we discover. If you've been wondering about what reflection is and why you 
would ever want to use it, you'll see a really interesting application of that feature here. And if you're interested 
in reverse engineering .NET programs, you'll go away with a simple C# program / Rose script combination that 
will help you to do just that. 

Case Study

In this case study we'll look at reverse engineering a C# program into a UML model, using the .NET 
System.Reflection classes to introspect a compiled assembly and a Rational Rose script to build an object 
model from the types and members that we discover. If you've been wondering about what reflection is and why 
you would ever want to use it, you'll see a really interesting application of that feature here. And if you're 
interested in reverse engineering .NET programs, you'll go away with a simple C# program / Rose script 
combination that will help you to do just that. 

Introduction 

You may be well used to reverse engineering C++, Java, VB or other code with a (Unified Modeling 
Language) CASE tool like Rational Rose, Together ControlCenter, or Select Enterprise. Have you ever thought 
about how the reverse engineering features of those tools work? Does your tool version not yet support the C# 
language, and you'd like to add that support? 

While a fully-featured production-quality reverse engineering tool is a tad outside our scope, this case study will 
nonetheless firmly establish the principles of constructing a Unified Modeling Language Class Diagram like this: 
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from the information contained in a compiled .NET assembly. 

From a technical perspective we'll concentrate mainly on the classes of the .NET System.Reflection namespace, 
but towards the end we'll look at an alternative based on the System.Text.RegularExpression classes. Oh, and 
you might just learn a little about the Rational Rose scripting language too. 

System Requirements 

To implement the C# aspect of this case study - a worthy result in its own right - you'll need the .NET 
Framework SDK from http://msdn.microsoft.com/netframework/, and I'll assume you're working from the 
command line. Of course, you could use Visual Studio .Net instead.  

To complete the study you will need Rational Rose. I used Rational Rose '98 to develop the script, and in my 
experience that means you'll be able to run it in that version or any later version. If you're not currently using 
this tool and you'd like to complete the case study, you should be able to download a trial version at 
http://www.rational.com/tryit/rose/index.jsp. 

If you're using a different CASE tool, such as Together ControlCenter or Select Enterprise, the script code should 
at least provide you with some pointers for implementing a similar add-on to your tool. 

Introducing UML 

If you're completely new to the Unified Modeling Language (UML), and the notation as shown in the previous 
figure, you can find out more about it at http://www.omg.org (the Object Management Group's website) or 
http://www.rational.com (Rational Software's website), and I can recommend the book "UML Distilled" by Martin 
Fowler (Addison-Wesley). Modeling an application with UML is important because: 

"Developing a model for an industrial-strength software system prior to its construction or renovation is as 
essential as having a blueprint for large building. Good models are essential for communication among project 
teams and to assure architectural soundness. As the complexity of systems increase, so does the importance of 
good modeling techniques." (taken from the Rational website)  

Of course, the implication is that we produce the model before writing the code; or at least in conjunction with 
writing the code, in an iterative cycle. It doesn't quite work like that in the real world, and on many of the 
projects I've encountered there has been a large body of code that has been written before formal modeling 
techniques have been adopted. 
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How do you get that already-written code into the model? By reverse-engineering it. 

Case Study Structure 

Here is your in-a-nutshell roadmap showing how the case study will unfold: 

l The Defining the Problem section tells you about the problem we're looking to solve, in the form of a 
simple C# program to be reverse engineered.  

l The Defining the Solution section will tell you about the Reflection and Rose Script technologies that will 
be employed to solve the problem, and how they will interoperate.  

l The Component Design and Coding section will step through the code of the solutions, line by line.  
l The Alternative Approach using Source Code and Regular Expression section does exactly what it 

says.  
l The Case Study Review section summarizes what has been achieved in the case study and how the 

solution may be improved.  

Defining The Problem 

I'll define the problem in terms of a C# program that I've written for a mini banking application. It contains 
examples of class definitions, fields (or attributes), properties, methods and inheritance, all of which we'd like to 
take account of in building a UML class diagram as shown in the introduction. Here's the complete program - 
comprising three classes - with some explanation of how we'll map to UML. 

using System; 
 
namespace Banking 
{ 
 

The class Account should become a UML Class: 

    public class Account 
{ 
private static int _nextAccountNumber; 
 

The fields should become UML Attributes of the Account class: 

        private int _accountNumber; 
private double _balance; 
 
public Account() 
{ 
_accountNumber=_nextAccountNumber; 
_nextAccountNumber++; 
} 
 

These properties should become UML Attributes of the Account class: 

 
public int AccountNumber  
{ 
get { return _accountNumber; } 
} 
 
public double Balance  
{ 
get { return _balance; } 
set { _balance=value; } 
} 
 
} 
 

The SavingsAccount class should become a UML Class that specializes (inherits from) the Account class: 

    public class SavingsAccount : Account 
{ 
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The applyInterest() method should become a UML Operation on the SavingsAccount class: 

        public double applyInterest(double rate) 
{ 
Balance=Balance*rate; 
return Balance; 
} 
} 
 

The CurrentAccount class should become a UML Class that specializes (inherits from) the Account class: 

 
public class CurrentAccount : Account 
{ 
 

The linked SavingsAccount should be modeled as a UML Association: 

        private SavingsAccount _surplusAccount; 
 

The directdebit() method should become a UML Operation on the CurrentAccount class: 

 
public double directdebit(double amount) 
{ 
Balance=Balance-amount; 
return Balance; 
} 
} 
 
} 
 

Now try to relate that code back to the diagram and you'll fully appreciate the problem that we're looking to 
solve. 

For completeness, before we move on I'll just mention that the Account class has one more method, Main(), 
that I wrote to prove to myself - and you - that the code does actually do something. So you can compile the 
source file Banking.cs using the command: 

csc Banking.cs 
 

Don't worry about warning messages of the form Banking.cs(58,32): warning CS0169: The private field 
'Banking.CurrentAccount._surplusAccount' is never used, and when you run it you will see as output: 

Current Account 0 has balance 100 
Current Account 1 has balance 50 
Savings Account 2 has balance 1100 
 

So there we have a functional, if simplistic, application that has a fairly interesting internal structure which we 
can now set about reverse engineering. 

Defining The Solution 

We'll concentrate on the System.Reflection classes as the basis of our solution, thus allowing us to introspect a 
compiled .NET assembly. This means that we need not worry if the original source code is no longer available, 
and also means that our one-size-fits all solution should work just as well for VB.NET and C++ with Managed 
Extensions assemblies as it does with C# assemblies. all thanks to the Common Language Runtime system. 

As an alternative approach, we could work from source code by employing some kind of parsing mechanism. This 
would be more difficult to implement and would be language-specific, but we would have access to some 
additional information - for example, comments - that would not be available using the reflection approach. For 
the record, I would use regular expressions to help with parsing the source code and I'll say more about that 
later. 

Whatever technique we use for introspecting the code, we'll run our reverse engineering program (in this case to 
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introspect the assembly Banking.dll) like this: 

ReverseEngineer Banking 
 

To produce output of the form: 

T Banking.Account 
S System.Object 
F _accountNumber:System.Int32 
F _balance:System.Double 
M get_AccountNumber:System.Int32 
M get_Balance:System.Double 
M set_Balance:System.Void 
P AccountNumber:System.Int32 
P Balance:System.Double 
 
T Banking.CurrentAccount 
S Banking.Account 
F _surplusAccount:Banking.SavingsAccount 
M directdebit:System.Double 
 
T Banking.SavingsAccount 
S Banking.Account 
M applyInterest:System.Double 
 

Each block of text describes a class type (prefixed T) contained in the assembly, along with its super class 
(prefixed S), any fields (prefixed F), any methods (prefixed M), and any properties (prefixed P). Properties and 
fields are described in the form name:Type and methods in the form name:ReturnType. 

Note that in this case study we'll not be expanding the parameters of each method, nor will we be dealing with 
implemented interfaces. Both are perfectly possible to do, and require no significant additional knowledge, so I'll 
leave those as exercises.  

The intermediate file will be provided as input to our Rose script thus completing a two-stage process: 

 

The introspection is de-coupled from the model building for maximum flexibility. We could switch from the 
reflection-based to regex-based approach without affecting the Rose script, and conversely we could implement 
additional model building scripts for other CASE tools.  

The two main technologies we'll be using are .NET Reflection and Rational Rose Scripting, so before we look 
at the implementation code I'll just say a few words about each one. 

Reflection 

The .NET Framework Glossary (ms-help://MS.NETFrameworkSDK/sdkstart/html/cpglor.htm) defines reflection 
as: 

"The process of obtaining information about assemblies and the types defined within them, and 
creating, invoking, and accessing type instances at run time." 

Reflection is not unique to the .NET framework, and is a feature of some other languages and platforms, so I 
found an alternative definition within the Java SDK documentation that reads: 

"Reflection enables code to discover information about the fields, methods and constructors of 
loaded classes.The API accommodates applications that need access to. the members declared by a 
given class."  

That's a better definition for this case study because we'll be doing exactly what it says; discovering information 
about fields and methods - i.e. the members - of loaded classes. What's important from the first definition, 
however, is that we'll be obtaining the information from assemblies. 
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Reflection support is provided in the .NET framework by the classes of the System.Reflection namespace, and 
we'll be making use of these classes: 

l System.Reflection.Assembly: representing the source assembly that we're reverse engineering, and 
providing access to the Types contained within.  

l System.Type: strictly not a reflection class, but a Common Language Runtime class representing a 
program class, interface, or fundamental (e.g. Array) type in an assembly. It provides access to the type 
Members.  

l System.Reflection.MemberInfo: representing a member of a given Type, the member being a method, 
property or field. A MemberInfo instance may be cast to one of the specific instances that follow.  

l System.Reflection.MethodInfo: providing information about a method member, its return type and 
parameters.  

l System.Reflection.FieldInfo: providing information about a field member and its type.  

l System.Reflection.PropertyInfo: providing information about a property member and its type.  

Rational Rose Scripting 

Rational Rose has been one of the most widely used Object Modeling CASE tools in recent years, and as far back 
as I can remember it has had a scripting language that provides programmatic access to the Rose application 
and the model(s) housed within it. 

The scripting language is called Summit BasicScript. If you're familiar with early versions of Visual Basic (many 
visitors to this site, I suppose) you'll be quite comfortable with it. Access to the UML model (actually the meta-
model) is provided by the Rose Extensibility Interface (REI) classes that represent the model elements - classes, 
methods and so on - as well as the UML diagrams. 

We'll make use of those classes via the scripting language, but the same set of classes are available for 
manipulation from your favorite Microsoft language via the OLE/COM objects of Rose Automation. If that's your 
preference it shouldn't be too difficult to convert the script to a VB program, or for that matter even a C# 
program. 

You can find more information about the scripting language and the extensibility classes in the Rose 
Entensibility Interface / Summit BasicScript Reference and Rose Extensibility Interface / Rose 
Extensibility Reference Rational Rose help topics. 

Component Design and Coding 

Our solution comprises two components: a C# program called ReverseEngineer.cs and a Rational Rose script 
called BuildModel.ebs.  

ReverseEngineer.cs (C# Introspection Program) 

using System; 
 

We'll be using the System.Reflection classes, so let's import them: 

using System.Reflection; 
 

Our ReverseEngineer class will be in the namespace reverse: 

namespace reverse 
{ 
public class ReverseEngineer 
{ 
 

We'll run it via the Main(.) method: 
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        public static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
if (args.Length>0) 
{ 
 

Here we read the user-supplied assembly name, specified without the .dll extension, and load the assembly from 
the application directory or the global assembly cache using the LoadWithPartialName() method: 

                string assemblyName=args[0]; 
Assembly sourceAssembly 
Assembly.LoadWithPartialName (assemblyName); 
 
if (sourceAssembly==null) return; 
 

Before we move on, I'll just mention that there's another way to load an assembly, using the LoadFrom() 
method. The difference is that LoadWithPartialName() loads the named assembly from the application directory 
or the global assembly cache, whereas the LoadFrom() method takes a complete file path including the .dll 
extension. 

Now we get the types - i.e. classes - contained within the assembly, and we print each one out along with its 
super class (. BaseType). 

                Type[] types=sourceAssembly.GetTypes(); 
 
foreach (Type thisType in types) 
{ 
System.Console.WriteLine("\nT "+thisType); 
System.Console.WriteLine("S "+thisType.BaseType); 
 

and call a separate method to list the members of this type / class. 

                    listMembers(thisType); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
 

If you've not yet worked with reflection you might be surprised at how easy that was. Now the listMembers(.) 
method is implemented as follows. It takes in one of the Type s that we discovered in the assembly. 

public static void listMembers(Type thisType) 
{ 
 

Next we find out what members - that is fields, properties and methods - are defined on this type. We're 
combining various BindingFlag s bit masks to specify which members we're interested in, and for this case 
study it's limited to the public and non-public instance members. Keep in mind the fact that you could ask for 
static members too, by including an additional BindingFlag.  

    MemberInfo[] members=thisType.GetMembers(BindingFlags.Public 
| BindingFlags.NonPublic 
| BindingFlags.Instance); 
 

Now step through the members. 

    foreach (MemberInfo thisMember in members)  
{ 
 
 

The next line is quite important, and interesting. It ensures that we list this member only if it was actually 
defined on this class, i.e. not rolled down from the super class. We'll output the inherited members when we 
encounter the super class itself, and a UML generalization line will show the super class / subclass relationship. 

 
if (thisMember.DeclaringType==thisMember.ReflectedType) 
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{ 
 

Alternatively, we could have fetched only declared members in the first place by including 
BindingFlags.DeclaredOnly flag. 

In the following switch statement we output the member name and type, whether a method, field or property. 
Notice how in each case we cast the Member instance to a concrete MethodInfo, PropertyInfo or FieldInfo 
instance. 

            switch (""+thisMember.MemberType) 
{ 
case "Method": 
{ 
MethodInfo methodInfo=(MethodInfo) thisMember; 
System.Console.WriteLine("M " 
+thisMember.Name+":"+methodInfo.ReturnType); 
break; 
} 
case "Field": 
{ 
FieldInfo fieldInfo=(FieldInfo) thisMember; 
System.Console.WriteLine("F " 
+thisMember.Name+":"+fieldInfo.FieldType); 
break; 
} 
case "Property": 
{ 
PropertyInfo propertyInfo 
=(PropertyInfo) thisMember; 
System.Console.WriteLine("P "+thisMember.Name 
+":"+propertyInfo.PropertyType); 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
 

That's all there is to it as far as reflecting the contents of an assembly goes. To remind you, we'll see as output 
something like this: 

T Banking.CurrentAccount 
S Banking.Account 
F _surplusAccount:Banking.SavingsAccount 
M directdebit:System.Double 
 
T Banking.SavingsAccount 
S Banking.Account 
M applyInterest:System.Double 
 

I chose that format for representing the structure of the source assembly because it's relatively simple to 
interpret in the Rose script. At this point you might like to think about alternative representations; possibly as 
XML, and more specifically the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format designed specifically for exchanging 
object models. 

BuildModel.ebs (Rose Model Building Script) 

For completeness, I'll step through the code of the Rose script as I did for the C# code. For those of you who are 
using Rational Rose, which will be many of you, this will provide you with a handy "take away" component and all 
the information you need to adapt it for your needs. Even if you're not using Rose, the principles should be 
interesting nonetheless. 

The script has a Main routine that asks for a file name (not the name of an assembly DLL, but the name of a file 
containing the output from the C# ReverseEngineer program) to reverse-engineer. When a filename has been 
selected, the BuildModel subroutine is called: 

Sub Main 
FileName$ = OpenFileName$ ("Reverse Engineer", "All files:*.*") 
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If FileName$ <> "" Then 
BuildModel FileName$ 
End Sub 
 

Not too taxing so far, I hope, particularly if you're familiar with early versions of Visual Basic. Now it gets more 
interesting inside the BuildModel subroutine. 

Sub BuildModel (FileName As String) 
 

Here we open the console window to show printed messages: 

  Viewport.Open 
 

Now we get a reference to the current object model: 

  Dim MyModel As Model 
Set MyModel = RoseApp.CurrentModel 
 

Classes are contained within packages, which in Rose are called categories. We create a category (or package) 
called ReverseEngineeredModel to hold our reverse-engineered classes, if it does not already exist: 

  catName$="ReverseEngineeredModel" 
If MyModel.RootCategory.Categories.FindFirst (catName$) = 0 Then 
Set NewCategory = MyModel.RootCategory.AddCategory (catName$)  
End If 
 

Whether we created the category or it already existed, either way we get hold of it from the model: 

  i%= MyModel.RootCategory.Categories.FindFirst (catName$) 
Dim targetCategory As Category 
Set targetCategory=MyModel.RootCategory.Categories.GetAt(i%) 
 

As we process the entries in the input file we'll always know which is the current class (or Type in reflection 
terminology): 

  Dim currentClass As Class 
 
 

Now open the input file, read each line, and print it: 

 
Open FileName$ For Input Access Read As #1 
 
While Not EOF (1) 
Line Input #1, inString$ 
Print inString$ 
 

Only process non-blank lines: 

    If Len(inString$) >0 Then 
 

Get the leftmost character of the line as the inputType and the remainder of the line as the inputText: 

      inputType$=Left$(inString$,1) 
inputText$=Right$(inString$,Len(inString$)-2) 
 

Are we dealing with a new Type/Class (T), or the current class's Super class (S)? Or is it a Method (M), Field (F) 
or Property (P)? 

      Select Case inputType$ 
 

It's a new type so we'll add it as a class in the model, or get hold of it if it already exists: 
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        Case "T" 
className$=inputText$ 
i%= targetCategory.GetAllClasses().FindFirst (className$) 
If i%=0 Then 
Set currentClass=targetCategory.AddClass (className$) 
Else 
Set currentClass=targetCategory.Classes.GetAt(i%) 
End If 
 

It's a super class, so add it to (or fetch it from) the model and form an inherit relationship with the current class: 

        Case "S" 
superClassName$=inputText$ 
i%= targetCategory.GetAllClasses().FindFirst (superClassName$) 
If i%=0 Then 
Set superClass=targetCategory.AddClass (superClassName$) 
Else 
Set superClass=targetCategory.Classes.GetAt(i%) 
End If 
 
Set theInheritRelation=currentClass.AddInheritRel("",superClassName$) 
 

It's a method, so add it as an operation on the current class: 

        Case "M" 
methodName$=Item$(inputText$,1,1,":") 
methodType$=Item$(inputText$,2,2,":") 
Set theOperation=currentClass.AddOperation(methodName$,methodType$) 
 
 

It's a field or property, which we add to the current class as a simple attribute if it comes from the System 
namespace. If the field or property refers to an object type not in the System namespace, we create (or find) a 
class for the field / property type and add an association relationship with the current class: 

 
Case "F","P" 
fieldName$=Item$(inputText$,1,1,":") 
fieldType$=Item$(inputText$,2,2,":") 
 
If Left$(fieldType$,7) = "System." Then 
Set theAttribute=currentClass.AddAttribute(fieldName$,fieldType$,"") 
Else 
associateClassName$=fieldType$ 
i%= targetCategory.GetAllClasses().FindFirst (associateClassName$) 
If i%=0 Then 
Set superClass=targetCategory.AddClass (associateClassName$) 
Else 
Set superClass=targetCategory.Classes.GetAt(i%) 
End If 
 
Set theAssociation=currentClass.AddAssociation(fieldName$,associateClassName$) 
End If 
 
End Select 
 
End If 
 
Wend 
 
End Sub 
 

In that code I made some assumptions about how the assembly contents should be mapped to UML notation. 
Here is the mapping that I chose, which you might like to re-think yourself.  

C# to UML Mapping 

l TYPE (T): Each type is mapped to a UML class using the type's full name including the namespace, for 
example a class called Banking.Account. All classes are placed in the ReverseEngineeredModel category / 
package.  
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l SUPERCLASS (S): A super class is mapped to a class in the same way as a type (above). A 
generalization / specialization (or "inherits") relationship is established with the current class.  

l METHOD (M): A method is mapped to a UML operation on the current class, with the method's return 
type as the operation return type. In this case study we're ignoring the method parameters.  

l FIELD (F): Each field is mapped to an attribute of the current class (for a type in the System namespace) 
or as an association to a separate class of the field type.  

l PROPERTY (P): In this implementation a property is treated in exactly the same way as a field.  

My mapping of fields is interesting because I've chosen to assume a simple attribute if the field is a (built-in) 
System type, but a separate associated class if the field is not of a recognized .NET type. Perfectly logical to me, 
and probably what you'd want, but I note that in contrast, the reverse engineering feature of Visio for Enterprise 
Architects (bundled with Visual Studio.NET Enterprise) always maps fields onto simple attributes. I'll say a bit 
more about Visio later. 

Sample Walkthrough 

Let's walk through a sample reverse engineering task using the two components we've developed. 

Step 1: Create the source assembly 

In the "Defining the Problem" section I offered a simple C# Banking program as our reverse engineering source. 
We'll compile that program as an executable (in case you want to run it) and as an assembly. 

csc Banking.cs 
csc /target:library Banking.cs 
 

Step 2: Reverse Engineer 

If you've not compiled the ReverseEngineer.cs file, you can do so now by typing: 

Csc ReverseEngineer.cs 
 

Now we can run it with the Banking.dll assembly as input with the command: 

ReverseEngineer Banking > reverse.txt 
 

We've redirected the output to a file so that we can provide it as input to the next step, and that file will now 
contain the text: 

T Banking.Account 
S System.Object 
F _accountNumber:System.Int32 
F _balance:System.Double 
M get_AccountNumber:System.Int32 
M get_Balance:System.Double 
M set_Balance:System.Void 
P AccountNumber:System.Int32 
P Balance:System.Double 
 
T Banking.CurrentAccount 
S Banking.Account 
F _surplusAccount:Banking.SavingsAccount 
M directdebit:System.Double 
 
T Banking.SavingsAccount 
S Banking.Account 
M applyInterest:System.Double 
 

Step 3: Building the Model 

We launch Rational Rose and open the script BuildModel.ebs using the Tools / Open Script menu option. Or you 
could simply double-click the BuildModel.ebs file to launch Rose with the script already displayed. 
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With the script displayed in the editing window, we run it using the green Start button: 

 

When the file dialog appears, we choose the reverse.txt file to which we redirected the output of the 
ReverseEngineer program: 
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The Viewport window displays the result of the script's Print statements, thus showing the lines of the input file 
that have been processed: 

 

The other result is an object model, based on the reverse engineered code, which you can see in the Rose model 
browsing window. It comprises a ReverseEngineeredModel category (or package) containing the types (classes) 
and members (methods, fields and properties) from the assembly. 

 

To really see the value in what we've done, you can open the Main class diagram and drag the classes onto it, 
giving: 
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Notice in particular how the super class / subclass inheritances are shown, along with the _surplusAccount 
association between the Banking.CurrentAccount and the Banking.SavingsAccount classes. 

Alternative Approach using Source Code and Regular Expressions 

I hinted earlier that there was an alternative approach to the first stage of reverse engineering. This second 
approach would work by parsing the original source code rather than by reflecting the contents of a compiled 
assembly. For your information, the reverse engineering feature of the Visual Studio .Net Enterprise Architect 
works from source code rather than from compiled assemblies.  

If you've read some of my other articles you'll have guessed that I'm a big fan of regular expressions, and 
whenever I hear the word parsing I think of them. I won't provide a tutorial here as you can find one in my 
"Introducing .NET Regular Expressions with C#" article at http://www.csharptoday.com/content.asp?id=1786. 

What I will do is demonstrate that in principle we could reverse engineer from source code, and that utilizing the 
classes of the .NET System.Text.RegularExpressions namespace would be one way of going about it. 
Anything you learn here will be strictly by example. 

RegexReverseEngineer.cs (C# Source Code Parsing) 

using System; 
 

We'll import System.IO (so that we can read the source file) and System.Text.RegularExpressions (so that we 
can work with regular expressions): 

using System.IO; 
using System.Text.RegularExpressions; 
 
namespace reverse 
{ 
public class RegexReverseEngineer 
{ 
 

Our Main() method simply reads the source file supplied as an argument and passes the contents into the 
parseSource() method: 

        public static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
String inputString=""; 
String inputLine; 
 
StreamReader sr = File.OpenText(args[0]); 
 
while ((inputLine=sr.ReadLine())!=null) 
inputString=inputString+inputLine; 
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sr.Close(); 
 
parseSource(inputString); 
} 
 

The following parseSource() method is where all the work takes place: 

        public static void parseSource(String text) 
{ 
string currentNameSpace=""; 
 

Our regular expression will expect to see the start of the file or a semicolon or a closed curly brace or an 
open curly brace, followed by zero or more spaces: 

            string regex=@"(^|;|\}|\{)\s*"; 
 

Then it will optionally expect to see the word public or private, which we'll refer to as <visibility>: 

            regex=regex+@"((?<visibility>(public|private))\s+)?"; 
 

Followed optionally by the word static, which we'll call <scope>: 

            regex=regex+@"(?<scope>(static)\s+)?"; 
 

Next we'll optionally expect to see the word class or namespace, which we'll refer to as <element>: 

            regex=regex+@"((?<element>(namespace|class))\s+)?"; 
 

After which there must be one or more word characters that will be the data <type>, such as 
SavingsAccount, int or double: 

            regex=regex+@"(?<type>\w+)"; 
 

And optionally one or more of word character or underscore plus maybe an open brace (for a method) as 
the <name>. Note that if the <element> is "class" there will be a type (like "SavingsAccount") but no name, 
whereas a method will have a type (like "double") and a name (like "applyInterest"): 

            regex=regex+@"(\s+(?<name>(\w|_)+\(?))?"; 
 

Now set up the Regex (regular expression) instance and match it against the source text: 

            Regex reverseRegex=new Regex(regex); 
Match reverseMatch = reverseRegex.Match(text); 
 

Step through the matching text segments from the source: 

            for ( ; reverseMatch.Success; 
reverseMatch = reverseMatch.NextMatch()) 
{ 
 

Extract the contents of the visibility, element, scope, type and name named groups from the match: 

                string visibility=""+reverseMatch.Groups["visibility"]; 
string element=""+reverseMatch.Groups["element"]; 
string scope=""+reverseMatch.Groups["scope"]; 
string type=""+reverseMatch.Groups["type"]; 
string name=""+reverseMatch.Groups["name"]; 
 
if (type.Length>0) 
{ 
 

We must at least have a type entry. More specifically have we found a namespace? 
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                    if (element.Equals("namespace")) 
{ 
// NAMESPACE 
currentNameSpace=type+"."; 
} 
 

Or have we have found a class that we can output as a Type (T)? If so, we'll write it out with the current 
namespace prefixed: 

                    else if (element.Equals("class")) 
{ 
// CLASS 
System.Console.WriteLine("\nT "+currentNameSpace 
+type); 
} 
 

Or have we found a method that we can output as M? 

                    else if (type.Length>0 && name.EndsWith("(")) 
{ 
// METHOD 
name=name.Replace("(",""); 
System.Console.WriteLine("M "+name+":"+type); 
} 
 

Or have we found a variable that we can output as a Property (P) or Field (F)? Actually we won't distinguish the 
two, therefore we simply assume a property. 

                    else if (type.Length>0 && name.Length>0) 
{ 
// PROPERTY 
 

The following IF statement is a fudge because the regular expression is not perfect: 

                        if (!type.Equals("return") && !type.Equals("using")) 
{ 
 

If the type contains no dot ( "Account" rather than "Banking.Account") we'll prefix the current namespace, but 
we won't do that if it's a simple type like int or double: 

                            if (type.IndexOf(".")<0 && !type.Equals("int") 
&& !type.Equals("double")) 
type=currentNameSpace+type; 
 
System.Console.WriteLine("P "+name+":" 
+type); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
 

Results of the regular expressions approach 

We can compile and run that program by typing: 

> csc RegexReverseEngineer.cs 
> RegexReverseEngineer Banking.cs > reverse.txt 
 

Notice how we're including the .cs extension when specifying the source file. Here is the output, in which you'll 
notice that the data types extracted from source code are different from those determined by the reflection 
method. Look back now to see what I mean. 

T Banking.Account 
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P _nextAccountNumber:int 
P _accountNumber:int 
P _balance:double 
P AccountNumber:int 
P Balance:double 
M Main:void 
 
T Banking.CurrentAccount 
P _surplusAccount:Banking.SavingsAccount 
M directdebit:double 
 
T Banking.SavingsAccount 
M applyInterest:double 
 

Using this approach, we've not extracted the super class information, but only because I couldn't quite figure out 
how to build that into the regular expression. It's perfectly possible though! 

The output listed above is in exactly the right format for our Rose script, so we'll run that script again, but not 
until we've made a small change to one line as follows: 

If Left$(fieldType$,7) = "System." Or fieldType="int" Or fieldType="double"  
 

Here is a picture of the resulting model. Similar enough to the reflection-based model to show the validity of the 
alternative approach, but different enough to give you something to think about. 

 

That's it. We started with some C# code and ended up with a UML model presented as a class diagram, and all 
we needed were two simple components: a C# program (using reflection or regular expressions) and a 
Rational Rose script. Let's review what we've achieved and look into where we could take it next.  

Case Study Review 

We set out with the aim of building a UML model from a C# program, a task which I called "reverse engineering", 
and I presented a solution in the form of a two-stage process: 

 

For the first stage I suggested .NET Reflection as the preferred approach for determining the internal structure of 
a C# program, its type and its methods. Why? Because it's quite easy to work with and potentially useful 
for .NET languages other than C#. For the record, I have tested that claim by running the ReverseEngineer 
program against some VB.NET and C++ with Managed Extensions assemblies as follows: 

>ReverseEngineer CompVB 
 
T CompVB.StringComponent 
S System.Object 
F StringSet:System.String[] 
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M GetString:System.String 
M get_Count:System.Int64 
P Count:System.Int64 
 
>ReverseEngineer CompVC 
 
T CompVC.StringComponent 
S System.Object 
F StringsSet:System.String[] 
M GetString:System.String 
M get_Count:System.Int32 
P Count:System.Int32 
 
T $ArrayType$0x76a8870b 
S System.ValueType 
 

Notice the differences in some of the member types, and in case you're wondering, I can tell you that those 
assemblies came from the "Platform Introduction" tutorial sample that ships with the .NET Framework SDK. 

For the second stage of the process I offered an implementation in the form of a Rational Rose script, which you 
could make use of immediately..if you have that CASE tool. If you're using another modeling tool, that script 
may nonetheless be useful as an example for your own tool-specific script or add-in. In particular, you might like 
to think about the Assembly-to-UML mapping I've used and perhaps improve on it. 

Having established a working two-stage process for reverse engineering, we then looked at an alternative 
implementation of the first stage. That time using regular expressions to parse the original source code. 

Comparison of Reflection vs. Regular Expressions approaches 

As you have no doubt guessed, I prefer the reflection approach because in principle we can use it to reverse 
engineer any assembly DLL created in any .NET language, and we're not restricted by the absence of original 
source code.  

Where the regular expressions approach wins out, I think, is in building a model that you can relate more directly 
to the original code. The data types are the language data types (e.g. int) rather than the .NET Common 
Language Runtime types (like System.Int32). With a better regular expression you could even pick out source 
code comments that are not available from the assembly, thus making for an even more meaningful model. 

Use in the Real World 

If you're thinking this is just a toy I can tell you that back at the office we've been working hard with these 
techniques to construct a UML model of the .NET Framework classes themselves, for Rational Rose and for 
Visio for Enterprise Architects. You've seen a few Rose models, so here's a screenshot of some System.IO 
namespace classes rendered in Visio. 
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More generally, we've created a solution for reverse engineering any .NET assembly to a UML model in Rational 
Rose or Visio for Enterprise Architects, using the techniques described here. You can find out more about the 
framework models and the reverse engineering solution at http://www.lotontech.com/visualmodeling.  

Limitations and Further Work 

In good case study fashion, we've taken a real-world problem (most projects I've worked on have included some 
form of reverse engineering) and we've established a practical solution that has demonstrated the power and 
utility of the .NET System.Reflection or System.Text.RegularExpressions classes. 

It doesn't end there as I can think of some ideas for where to take this next. Here are my thoughts. 

Intermediate File Format 

I kept the intermediate file format quite simple, mainly because my Rose scripting skills are not up to parsing a 
more complex structure such as XML. But I do think that XML would be a sensible choice for the intermediate 
results, particularly in the XMI variant that was devised specifically as a format for exchanging information 
between modeling tools. 

In theory we could then do away with the Rose script completely, relying instead on the XMI import feature of 
our modeling tool to build a model from an XMI representation of the assembly contents. 

Enhanced UML Mapping 

In this case study we've established the principles of building a reverse-engineering solution, but there's more 
information in a source assembly that we could use in building the UML model. 

For example, we've taken account of the super class of each type in the assembly, but not the interfaces that it 
implements. And we've taken account of the method names and return types, but not the parameters of each 
method. Furthermore, I've made an arbitrary decision to map System -type properties and fields onto UML 
attributes and non- System -type properties and fields as separate (associated) classes. 

The mapping of methods has so far taken account of the method name only. From the MethodInfo instance we 
could get hold of the method parameters and pass those through to the model-building script too. 

As for packaging, I've kept it simple by placing all reverse engineered classes in a "ReverseEngineeredModel" 
category with the full names (including namespace prefix) of those classes indicating their true packages. It 
would be better, I think, for the UML package structure to reflect the namespace structure, and that's perfectly 
possible because the Rose Category object may itself contain additional (sub) categories to form a proper 
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package hierarchy. 

As an exercise I'll leave you to ponder the UML mapping and possibly complete it. No additional techniques will 
be required, just a lot more thought plus some more reflection and Rose scripting practice. 

Interfacing to other UML CASE Tools 

Do you wonder why I've chosen Rational Rose as the platform for showing how we could construct a UML model, 
particularly as the Visual Studio .NET has a bundled UML tools in the shape of Visio for Enterprise Architects? 

I think it's fair to say that Rose is still the most widely used visual modeling tool, so it should appeal to many of 
you, and it has an easy-to-use scripting language that provides direct access to the UML meta model. That 
capability is shared by tools such a Together ControlCenter and Select Enterprise, both of which provide access 
to the meta model via some form of scripting or a set of COM interfaces. If you're using one of those tools you 
should be able to figure out how to write an equivalent script to that provided for Rose. 

My early investigations showed that there was no such easy route into the meta model of Visio for Enterprise 
Architects. It's true that you can access the contents of a Visio solution via VBA or COM, so as to manipulate the 
diagrams, but gaining access to the UML-specific information seems to have eluded me so far. Not a problem if 
we have the source code because the Visual Studio .NET integration supports reverse engineering of any .NET 
language program at no extra cost, but what of already-compiled assemblies?  

I've concluded that the best way to reverse engineer a .NET assembly into Visio is to use the information 
gathered via reflection to generate a source code equivalent of the class- and method- signatures, then let Visual 
Studio .NET do the hard work of turning that source code into a UML model. Trust me, it can be done. 

Other Uses for Reflection 

I've used this case study as a vehicle for demonstrating a practical use for the reflection features of .NET. 
Besides reverse engineering a UML model, these reflection techniques have some other practical uses like auto-
generation of JavaDoc-like API documentation. Probably better to do that from source code though, so as to 
capture the comments. 

As more food for thought, on reflection-based applications you might like to take a look at an article that I wrote 
for JavaWorld, entitled "Make and EJB from Any Java Class with Java 
Reflection" (http://www.javaworld.com/javaworld/jw-12-2000/jw-1215-anyclass.html). It presents some ideas 
for generating additional code - in this case EJB home and remote interfaces - by using reflection to examine an 
existing class. 

Runtime Reverse Engineering 

As implemented in many modeling tools, the term reverse engineering can be taken in a limited sense to mean 
static reverse engineering, and that's what we've dealt with in this case study. Start with a non-executing 
binary or source code file and end up with a static UML class diagram. 

UML is not limited to static modeling, and the UML notation supports dynamic modeling of the execution behavior 
of applications. I'm thinking here of sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams, which you normally 
draw up-front to describe how you expect the application to behave. Wouldn't it be good if you could reverse 
engineer those diagrams too, to show how the application really does behave when you run it? 

I solved that problem some time ago for Java, by utilizing the Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA) 
or - for web applications - the Servlet Filters and Event Listeners features. And now I've thought up a solution 
for the .NET framework that makes use of the System.Diagnostic.Trace and System.Diagnostic.StackTrace 
classes. I might just write it up as a case study soon. 

If you have any questions or comments about this case study, or suggestions for further pieces, 
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please contact the technical editor. If you wish to talk about the case study with other subscribers, 
please visit our forum here. 
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